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From the Desk of Editor-in-Chief 
   

The Editorial Team is pleased 

to release the 125th (July 

2017) edition of your ezine 

PreSense.   

 

The depleting forest is a 

cause of great concern.  Our 

Editorial deals with the importance of 

reforestation. 

 

The Indian Government introduced a new 

tax structure called GST on 1st July 2017.  

GST Network provides the IT 

infrastructure.  Our Cover Story discusses 

the shareholding pattern of this company, 

51% of which is in the private sector.   

 

PreSense organised an event to release 

this 125th edition, and also to launch the 

Students’ Forum for Digital Journalism.  A 

brief report is included. 

 

Another interesting article is about the 

evolution of advertisement at the global 

level.   

 

We are confident that you will continue to 

enjoy this edition too.  

 

Please send us your feedback to 

editor@corpezine.com.  

.                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                             

 
 

 
 

PreSense Greets 14th President of India 
 

 

 

Shri Ram Nath Kovind (72), hailing from the state of Uttar Pradesh assumed 

office as the 14th President of India on 25th July 2017.  An Advocate by 

profession, he has represented the Government of India in the Supreme Court 

and the Delhi High Court.  He served in the Rajya Sabha for two terms (1994-

2006) representing Uttar Pradesh.  Before assuming the office of the President 

of India, he was the 36th Governor of Bihar. He is known for his simplicity and 

down-to-earth approach.  PreSense greets him on his becoming the President 

of the world’s largest democracy.  We are confident that at the end of his 

term, he will become another ‘People’s President’.  

 

Editorial Team 
 

 

mailto:editor@corpezine.com
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Editorial 
 

Red Alert! – Green is Disappearing 

Van Mahotsav or the Festival of Forests is an annual celebration in India since 1950, when 

the then Union Agricultural Minister launched it with the fervour of a keen conservationist. 

The festival is celebrated with mass planting of saplings and awareness programmes to 

promote the habit of greening the earth again, among the common citizens. This move has 

been compelled by the rapidly depleting forest reserves both in India as well as in the world. 

The Food and Agricultural Organisation (FAO) of the United Nations has reported that 

around 18 million acres of forest is lost annually. Today, the earth has about 31% of forest 

to cover its surface. India is targeting a forest cover of one-third of its geographical 

expanse. It currently stands at 21%.  

 

Van Mahotsav is an endeavour to correct this imbalance in the ecosystem. The good news 

that is reported by the Indian State Forest Report 2015 released by the Union Environment 

Ministry of the Government of India is that there is increase in the forest cover of the 

country in the past decade. This rise is attributed to planting trees, particularly 

monocultures. These monocultures unfortunately do not replace the diverse, natural forests 

with its generations’ old rich flora and fauna, that are permanently lost. The loss of the 

diverse natural forests means destroying the balance of the ecosystem that is essential for 

the sustenance of life on earth.  

 

Even then, it is better to repair the damage than play the blame game. Van Mahotsav aims 

to do exactly this repair work, involving the common people in this drive. And the best 

ambassadors for this crusade are the children and the youth, who have the strongest 

influence over people at large. ‘Catch ‘em young’ is the cliché to follow. There are 

programmes educating school children about eco-balances and involving them in go-green 

social projects. While doing so, it is important to impress that sapling planting is only half 

the job done. Nurturing the sapling to full growth and sustenance is as necessary.  

 

With these committed efforts, it is hoped that possibly a generation and a half later, India 

and the world will have a happier story to share about ‘how green is my backyard called 

Earth’. There are many such happy stories already happening across India. To quote one 

such happy story is that of Jadav Molai Payeng of Assam, who planted a sprawling 1360-
acre forest in 30 years and has now begun to plant another forest. https://goo.gl/ChB1qH 

 

We can contribute our bit to this happy story by each of us greening our own backyard or 

backstreet patch. As one of the citizen conservationists, Anil Malhotra put it, “We believe 

that when we die, we should give back the same (if not better) Earth which we got from our 

ancestors, to the next generation”. And that is a responsibility we are all accountable for. 

 

By Susan Koshy, Editor 

 

 

 

https://goo.gl/ChB1qH
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Cover Story 
 

GSTN - Sensitive Data of the Nation in Private Domain – 

Conspicuous Silence by Media and Political Parties 

The Goods and Services Tax Network (GSTN) is a Not-for-Profit Company registered in 2013 

under Section 25 of the Companies Act. GSTN 

is a Special Purpose Vehicle formed to develop 

and maintain the information technology 

backbone of the Goods and Services Tax (GST) 

that was rolled out on  July 1st 2017. 

 

GSTN has an authorised capital of Rs.10 crore 

(Rs. 100 million) to set up and operate the 

information technology backbone of GST. While 

the Central and the State Governments (at 

24.5% each) hold a combined stake of 49% of 

the shareholding, the remaining 51% is divided 

among five financial institutions—LIC Housing 

Finance with 11% stake and ICICI Bank, HDFC, 

HDFC Bank and NSE Strategic Investment 

Corporation Ltd with 10% stake each. The 

strategic control of the company lies with the 

government. 

 

And this major holding of 51% in the hands of 

private institutions has raised deep concern, as 

expressed by Dr Subramanian Swamy, Member 

of the Rajya Sabha in his letter to the Prime 

Minister’s Office. The concern is about the data 

management for computation of tax under GST 

and such confidential assessment and activity 

being with the private sector. He felt that adequate security needs to be established to 

ensure that this data does not fall into wrong hands. He has urged the Government to take 

a closer, second look and do a thorough scrutiny. 

 

Shareholding Pattern 

 

The concern is about the shareholding pattern of GSTN, where 

the government of India holds 24.5 % share. State 

governments, including NCT of Delhi and Puducherry, and the 

Empowered Committee of State Finance Ministers, together 

hold another 24.5%. 51% equity is with non-government 

Financial Institutions (FIs). Among the non-government FIs are 

HDFC (10%), HDFC Bank Ltd (10%), ICICI Bank (10%), NSE 

Strategic Investment Company (10%) and LIC Housing 

Finance Ltd (11%). 
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Major Concerns Raised 

 

1. GSTN, which will be handling 

and managing sensitive data relating to 

the country’s economy, has minority 

holding by the Government leaving the 

major stake (51%) to private banks. 

The National Payment Corporation 

Limited (NPCL) which was formed to 

handle the clearing and funds transfer 

had 6 public sector banks (60% 

shareholding) and 4 private banks. 

Even when they dilute the 

shareholding, the Government 

shareholding will have to be maintained 

at 51% through Public Sector Banks. 

This is the shareholding pattern GSTN 

too should have had. 

 

2. The Select Committee of Rajya Sabha in their report submitted on July 22nd 2015 

recommended as follows: 

 

Recommendation 3.43 

 

The Committee feels GSTN shall play a crucial 

role in implementation of GST as it shall provide 

the IT infrastructure for implementation of GST. 

It noted that Non-Government shareholding of 

GSTN is dominated by private banks. This is not 

desirable because of two reasons. Firstly, public 

sector banks have more than 70% share in total 

credit lending in the country. Secondly, GSTN's 

work is of strategic importance to the country 

and the firm would be a repository of a lot of 

sensitive data on business entities across the 

country. In light of above, the Committee 

strongly recommends that Government may 

take immediate steps to ensure Non-

Government financial institution shareholding be 

limited to public sector banks or public sector 

financial institutions. 

 

3. Though GSTN states in its website that sufficient 

provisions have been made for 'strategic control 

by the Government', it may not be workable in 

the long run, in view of the major shareholding 

by private banks. It also states that out of 14 

Directors on the board, the Central and State 

Governments have 7 Directors, Private Banks can nominate 3 Directors and 3 more will 

be nominated as Independent Directors. The Chairman will be nominated by the State 

and Centre jointly. 
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4. The shareholding patterns of some of the private banks are not absolutely transparent – 

60 to 85% of their shareholdings are reported to be in the hands of foreign investors. 

GSTN will be dealing with enormous data on India's tax and economy on an exclusive 

basis. Many companies will be listed on the National Stock Exchange (NSE). By making 

NSE Strategic Investment Company a shareholder, the Government has given room for 

possible insider trading. 

 

5. GSTN is the owner of the data and not the Government. Since 51% of the shareholdings 

are with Financial Institutions whose 'Big Boss' is not transparent, the data could run the 

risk of being compromised. It is noteworthy to mention that it was only after Dr 

Subramanian Swamy took up the concern about the shareholding composition of GSTN 

with the Prime Minister, that the Comptroller and Audit General (CAG) is given limited 

access. It is also said that GSTN is out of the purview of the Right to Information (RTI) 

Act. 

 

6. One is unable to understand the justification in maintaining a minority Government's 

stake at 49%, instead of at least 51%, in spite of the Central Government giving an 

initial grant of Rs 315 crores to meet all expenses. With the total capital at Rs 10 crores, 

by investing just Rs 5.1 crores, the private sector (banks), with their large foreign 

shareholding, will have access to a large quantity of sensitive data of the nation. 

 

Suggestions: 

 

1. The Government of India should re-

organise the shareholding pattern to 

increase Government shareholding to a 

majority stake, by inducting public 

institutions as the Reserve Bank of India 

(RBI) and the State Bank of India (SBI), 

who play major roles in tax collection 

management.  

 

2. Members of Parliament should 

immediately take up the matter of 

concern with the Prime Minister as well as 

in the Parliament, to ensure the safety of 

tax-related and other national economy 

related data that will be generated in bulk 

in the coming months and years. 

 

3. It is surprising that the political parties and the media who create pandemonium over 

petty issues, are conspicuously silent over this sensitive issue involving the security of 

national data.  Is it deliberate or lack of awareness? 

 

 

By K. Srinivasan, Editor in Chief, PreSense 

 

 

 
 

It is surprising that the 

political parties and the 
media, who create 

pandemonium over petty 
issues, are conspicuously 

silent over this sensitive 
issue involving the security 

of   national data.  Is it 

deliberate or lack of 
awareness? 
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Event 
 

Launch of PreSense125 and DiJAI Students’ Forum 

 
(L to R) Dr Sudarshan Padmanabhan, V Rajendran, Susan Koshy, K. Srinivasan, Dr. Mariazeena Johnson,  

 Dr Kumar Rajendran, Dr R Jagannathan 

 

Coinciding with the second Remembrance Day of Dr APJ Abdul Kalam on July 27th 2017, the 

125th edition the ezine PreSense and the Students’ Forum of Digital Journalists Association 

of India (DiJAI) were launched at Dr MGR-Janaki College of Arts & Science for Women, 

Chennai.  Dr Mariazeena Johnson, Pro-Chancellor of Sathyabama University was the Chief 

Guest and she launched the initiatives.  DiJAI is one of the initiatives of PreSense. 

 

DiJAI Students’ Forum was initially launched in two Chennai-based colleges, viz. Dr MGR-

Janaki College of Arts & Science for Women, and Soka Ikeda College of Arts & Science for 

Women.  The student members were enrolled after a rigorous selection process by the 

college authorities.  Around 65 students from these colleges are now enrolled in the 

Students’ Forum. 

 

Students with good writing skills (Tamil or English) and passion for digital journalism, 

qualified for selection, irrespective of the academic domain they came from.   

 

Before the launch of the Students’ Forum, an exclusive interview with Dr Abdul Kalam, 

recorded in August 2017 over telephone by Prime Point Srinivasan (Editor in Chief, 

PreSense), was screened.  In this exclusive interview, Dr Kalam enlisted six points as 

suggestions to media persons, to be partakers in national development.  The six-point 

agenda set by Dr Abdul Kalam will be the focus and reference for the Students’ Forum.  

 

After the launch of the DiJAI Students’ Forum, a workshop on 'Digital Journalism' was held. 

Details of the event, including the narrative by Dr Abdul Kalam, and the presentations made 

by the experts on Digital Journalism during the workshop, are given in the following links for 

the benefit of readers. 

 

http://www.dijai.in/2017/07/students-forum-for-dijai-formed-in-two.html 

 

http://www.dijai.in/2017/07/workshop-on-digital-journalism-full.html 

 

 

http://www.dijai.in/2017/07/students-forum-for-dijai-formed-in-two.html
http://www.dijai.in/2017/07/workshop-on-digital-journalism-full.html
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DiJAI Students’ Forum 

Six-Point Agenda 

 

PreSense and DiJAI (Digital Journalists Association of India) are organising 

Students’ Forums at different colleges.   

 

1. Students from all disciplines are eligible to become members; 

2. Students should have good writing skills in English and/or Tamil and 

passion to become a digital journalist or columnist; 

3. Colleges should select the students through a selection process, after 

inviting nominations from interested students. Only 30 students are 

eligible from each college.  There will be one faculty in charge from each 

college, to coordinate the activities; 

4. The Students’ Forum may decide the activities to enhance their digital 

journalistic skills.  DiJAI and PreSense will provide handholding support 

for their activities; 

5. The articles and cartoons of the students, if found suitable, will be 

published in the Digital PreSense site; 

6. At the end of one year, DiJAI will give away awards to the best Students’ 

Forum, and to meritorious students for their skills in writing.   

7. There is no membership fee for students; PreSense / DiJAI will not 

provide any funding for the activities. 

8. The focus will be on the six-point agenda set by Dr Abdul Kalam in 2007.  

The audio of his interview available in this link: 

 

           https://youtu.be/C77P0kEvtJY  

 

In August 2007, when India was celebrating the 60th Anniversary of 

Independence, we had the privilege of interviewing Dr APJ Abdul Kalam 

exclusively, on the role of media in national development.  In his interview, Dr 

Abdul Kalam gave 6 points as suggestions to the media.  These suggestions are 

still relevant, even after 10 years.   They are: 

 

1. Ensure accuracy of news reporting; 

2. Report real time events in the rural environment; 

3. Describe life pattern of rural people; 

4. Report performance and success stories of Panchayats; 

5. Report progress and problems in the region; 

6. More emphasis on North Eastern States. 

 

 

https://youtu.be/C77P0kEvtJY
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Nation 
 

Kargil Vijay Divas: A Celebration and Commemoration 
 

 
 

Kargil Vijay Divas (July 26th) is observed as the day when Indian soldiers overcame the 

Pakistani insurgents in 1999, and successfully regained control of the high posts in Kargil 

and Drass sectors, earlier lost to Pakistani intruders who invaded in the beginning of a 62-

day war. Every year since then, homage is paid to the Kargil heroes at the Amar Jawan Jyoti 

at India Gate, Delhi and at the Kargil Hills in the Kashmir Valley. 527 Indian soldiers were 

martyred, and around 1088 soldiers were wounded in this Kargil War. 

 

On the Battleground 

 

In the year 1999, Pakistani Armed Forces were sending across trained soldiers, disguised as 

Jihadi militants, into the Indian side of the Line of Control (LOC). This infiltration which they 

called “Operation Badr” was intended to break the link between Ladakh and Kashmir by 

forcing the Indian soldiers to retreat from the Siachen Glacier. The aim was apparently to 

force a negotiated solution from India. The Indian soldiers were initially unaware of the 

nature of this infiltration. The Indian forces thought that this infiltration was by Jihadis and 

resolved to eliminate them. In the following days, another infiltration was observed along 

another part of LOC. The nature of this infiltration was different from the previous one and 

this made the Indian Army to seriously study these infiltrations. On further scrutiny, the 

Indian forces realised that the enemy’s plan was much bigger and that Pakistani soldiers in 

disguise, had captured around 200 kilometres of the Indian territory. The Indian 

Government immediately launched “Operation Vijay” with 2 lakh (200,000) Indian soldiers 

in the front. The battle began on May 27th 1999.  
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Operation Vijay 

 

During the enraging war, 

the Pakistani Prime 

Minister rushed to USA on 

July 4th (on USA’s 

Independence Day) to 

meet the then President 

Clinton and then to China, 

to seek help. India in the 

meantime, stood steadfast 

throughout the war, 

without soliciting for help 

to maintain its territorial 

integrity. The Indian 

soldiers succeeded in 

pushing back the Pakistani 

intruders beyond the Line 

of Control and regaining 

lost territory. It is to be 

noted that it was India’s 

conscious decision not to 

escalate the war beyond 

the Kargil and Drass 

sectors. The war ended on July 26th, 1999 after 62 days. 

 

The Battle Is Over, The Injuries Remain 

 

The victory lifted the morale of every Indian. The sentiment in 

India was so high that a number of films were made on this 

war. ‘LOC Kargil’ was one of the first films. Shot in Ladakh, this 

film gives a detailed account of Operation Vijay. The Film 

‘Dhoop’ was released in 2003 with the Kargil war as a 

backdrop. Another film ‘Lakshya’ was a fictional story based on 

the Kargil war. 

 

This year marked the 18th anniversary of the Kargil victory. 

We must never forget those valiant soldiers who sacrificed 

their lives in the battle. It is not enough if we just recall the 

sacrifices of those who gave up their ‘today’ for our 

‘tomorrow’. We must ensure that they get their injury benefits 

without any delay. Unfortunately, this is not the case as they 

are being delayed for many years for petty reasons. 

 

By Susan Koshy, Editor  

 

(with resource input courtesy: D.K.Hari & Hema Hari, www.bharathgyan.com ) 

 

 

 

Courtesy: Tribuneindia.com 

http://www.bharathgyan.com/
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Communication 
 

Evolution of Advertising 

The world of advertising is a billion-dollar global industry today. However, it evolved from 

very humble beginnings, the history of which dates as far back as 4000 B.C. when people 

used symbols marked on goods to identify them with the sellers. The evolution of 

advertising is an interesting sequence of events starting from the age of the sign language 

to the present world of abbreviations and taglines. Incidentally, the word “advertising” 

comes from the Latin word, Advertere to mean “turn towards”. 

 

The stages of evolution can mainly be classified into the Pre-Industrial Age and the Post-

Industrial Age. The advancements in the advertising industry was manifold and a hundred 

times more rapid during the period after the 1900s as against the period before the 1900s. 

 

In the pre-industrial age, people were obviously unaware of 

the concept of mass production as there was no machine 

involved. People worked on the barter system, ie. exchange 

of one good for another instead of exchange of goods over 

money. “Word of mouth” was the means to “spread the good 

news” about a product. In order to differentiate among the 

goods like cattle, grain or any type of goods possessed, 

people used to mark them with a symbol, otherwise called 

branding. Since the common people did not know how to 

read or write, they recognised symbols and understood the 

‘town criers’ (people carrying messages from one place to 

another and announcing them). Paintings on walls and 

carvings on stones were other common forms of 

advertisement. 

 

When paper was invented by the Chinese in 105 A.D., it was 

mainly used to pad articles such as bronze mirrors, until the 

advent of the paper mill in Europe in 1275 A.D. In 1440, a 

German named Johannes Gutenberg invented the Printing 

Press which gained popularity. But it took over three decades before the first “Poster Ad” 

was brought to the world. These Ads were placed on church doors in London. By the middle 

of the 17th Century (1650), the first newspaper Ad appeared, which offered “reward for 

finding 12 stolen horses”. 

 

In the beginning of the 18th century, the Boston 

Newsletter asked its readers to place Ads for real 

estate, ships or goods for sale. In 1731, the first 

general-interest magazine was published in 

London. At that time, advertisers just played with 

headlines to garner attention.  

 

The 1800s resulted in the onset of the Industrial 

Revolution where animals were replaced by 

machines and goods were manufactured in large 

quantities. In order to differentiate identical looking 

mass-produced goods, people resorted to 

advertising to promote their brands. In 1836, the 

Printing Press invented in 1440 

First Magazine published in London in 1731 
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French newspaper, La Presse was the first to include paid 

advertisement in its pages. The same was soon followed in 

magazines too. This led to the opening of the first advertising 

agency in Philadelphia, USA by Volney B Palmer in 1850. As 

modes of transportation advanced, the advertising world saw 

billboard Ads and transit Ads emerge. A commission-based Ad 

agency was started 1869 by Francis Wayland Ayer. And with this, 

advertising took a professional leap into a world bombarded by 

Ads, billboards, sound bites, byte slots and so on. 

 

In India, advertising started well before the 18th century with 

hawkers calling out their wares, right from the days when cities 

and markets first began. The advertising world has since evolved 

in a big way so that the Indian advertising arena scores high 

among its global competitors.  

 

 

By Sukruti Narayanan, Editorial Team Member 

 

First paid advertisement in 1836 

Remembering Dr APJ Abdul Kalam  - Second Remembrance 

Day on 27th July 2017 

 

In an exclusive interview with K. Srinivasan, Editor in Chief, PreSense, Dr APJ Abdul 

Kalam shared his views for the  (1) Youth and (2) Children.  This interview was 

recorded over phone when India was celebrating 60th Anniversary of Independence 

in August 2007.  Please listen to his interview. 

 

Ten Challenges facing the Nation  - https://youtu.be/JXaJfbTzKFU 

Message to children below 15 - https://youtu.be/1rawOJm8_LY  

 

 

https://youtu.be/JXaJfbTzKFU
https://youtu.be/1rawOJm8_LY
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